
Treason 

Something’s afoot! High Treason! Will the players survive or will they die! 
4+ players (6 recommended)  
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Disruption idea: Plays like a classic game of D&D except there is a traitor amongst 
the players. Essentially merging the gameplay of D&D with the core idea of Mafia. 
See Gameplay section for more details. 
Choosing the Game Master: Before gameplay someone should decide to be the 
Game Master. This person essentially acts as god from mafia or the Dungeon 
Master from D&D and controls the game. 
 

Materials: D&D grid, 6-sided dice (d6), 20-sided dice(d20), a deck of cards, index 
cards, character tokens, and any other materials required for the campaign by the 
Game Master (GM). 
 

Story: The GM has full liberty to create a story, but the story should always involve 
the presence of a traitor amongst the group of adventurers. 
 

Choosing the Traitor and Vindicator:  
The GM shuffles as many playing cards as there are players. There should be one 
jack, one queen, and the rest should be number cards. The GM then hands one to 
each player. Whichever player ends up with the Jack card is the traitor and 
whichever player ends up with the Queen card is the Vindicator. All players then 
return the cards without showing the faces to the GM.  
 

Character Creation:  
Players get to create their own characters! Players are encouraged to use a physical 
description to describe their characters as well as name them. Each player has a 30 
points which they can divide into three categories: AC (armour class), HP (health 
points), and their to-hit modifier (modifies d20 when attacking). For instance, Jeff 
has 30 points which he has divided by making his AC: 17, his HP: 9, and his to-hit 
modifier: 3. (17 + 9 + 3 = 30). Players cannot make any single statistic greater than 
20. These statistics should be recorded on index cards and kept hidden from all 
other players.  
 

Setup:  
Like a standard game of D&D, the Game Master explains the backstory of the 
campaign along with the fact that there is a traitor amongst the players. The GM then 
draws a large battle arena on the grid that can have any terrain or obstacles (i.e. 
trees, stalagmites, lava pits, etc.). The more a GM brings to life the scene, the more 
fun and interesting the game becomes. Players may then arbitrarily put a character 
token wherever they would like on the battle grid as long as it is not on terrain or an 
obstacle. 
 

Overarching rules: 
When a player takes his or her turn they have a move phase and an action phase. 
The order of the phases may be switched. On a move phase the player may move 



up to 6 squares in any direction but not diagonally, and on an action phase the 
player may  

1. Choose to do nothing.  
2. Choose to attack another player or monster. To do so they must roll a d20 

and add their to-hit modifier to their roll. If this number is equal to or above 
the targets AC they confirm a hit. They must then roll a d6. The number 
shown on this die is then subtracted from the targets HP.  
ex. (Sally rolled a 14, but added her to-hit modifier (2), giving her a 16 which 
is a successful hit on a goblin whose AC is 15. Sally then rolled a 4 on her d6, 
therefore dealing 4 damage to the goblin dropping him from his 7 HP to 3HP.)  

If a player drops to 0 HP they die and are removed from the game.  
 

Gameplay: 
1. GM describes the scene (dungeon, castle, forest, etc.) and explains to the 

players that there has been high treason and that their is a traitor in their 
midst. The GM may also play up to 5 goblins (AC 15, HP 7, to hit +4) to give 
the party a challenge. Goblins attack all players including the traitor*. (see 
Traitor powers)  

2. Players roll for initiative by rolling a standard 20 sided die (d20). Whichever 
player rolls highest goes first and order continues in a descending order. If 
there is a tie, players roll again to determine who goes first. The GM rolls for 
any goblins.  

3. Each player takes a turn like a standard game of D&D as described above, as 
does the GM playing any Goblins.  

a. Note: The Traitor is free to act however he wishes but a smart one 
would always  behave as though acting for the behalf of the group.  

4. After every 3 rounds (a round consists of all players doing a turn):  
a. All players close their eyes in real life (so not in the game).  
b. Game Master wakes up the Vindicator who is allowed to choose one 

of the players (including himself/herself) from the Traitors harm. 
c. Vindicator goes back to sleep. 
d. The Game Master then wakes the Traitor who points to a player and is 

allowed to immediately deal 5 damage.  
e. Traitor goes back to sleep.  
f. If the Vindicator and the Traitor picked the same person, no damage is 

done.  
g. Game Master wakes everyone up and summarizes what has 

transpired. This includes whatever the Traitor did (e.g. a lightning bolt 
hit Sally) as well as who is immune to this effect (Sally was wearing 
her rubber boots which saved her from the lightning strike). The GM is 
urged to make such encounters sound fun and interesting!  

5. Players must then try to figure out who the traitor is and vanquish them and 
the goblins to defeat evil once and for all!  

 

Traitor powers:  
1. For every player that dies while the traitor is in play (either by goblins or by 

the traitor), the traitor gets an additional +1 to AC, HP, and their to-hit 
modifier. Such statistics should be kept secret. 



2. If the traitor reveals himself, goblins no longer attack him or her.  
 

Winning:  
Traitor:  
The traitor wins if all other players die and gets 10 points.   
All other players: 

If the traitor and all other goblins die, each live player gets 1 point for killing 
the traitor,  1 point per live player, and 1 point per dead goblin.  

 

 



 


